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REenvision your 
classroom
A cohesive literacy system for PreK–6 that is 

rooted in responsive teaching, inquiry, and a 

multi-text approach to literacy instruction.

All of the instructional contexts in Fountas & 

Pinnell Classroom™ fit together coherently. 

Students are offered multiple opportunities to 

access complex, age- and grade-appropriate 

texts for powerful whole-group, small-group, 

and independent learning.

Teach RESPONSIVELY

to your specific students’ 

strengths and needs. 

Lead children to INQUIRE

and think deeply about each 

lesson principle.

Reinforce learning with a 

MULTI-TEXT APPROACH

so understanding is achieved.  

  

Scan or click 
to explore

https://www.fountasandpinnell.com/fpc/
https://www.fountasandpinnell.com/fpc/
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A collection of the very best age-appropriate, grade-appropriate 

trade books to promote the joy of reading, expand vocabulary, 

and nurture the ability to think, talk, and write about texts that 

fully engage students’ interest. 

	■ 120 titles per grade PreK–6  

	■ Lesson Folder per title  

	■ Inquiry Overview Card per text set 

An exquisite collection of original texts (enlarged, 

accompanying small versions, and audiobooks) that 

nurture students’ abilities to construct meaning in 

a supported context so they can enjoy reading and 

learn critical concepts of how texts work. Available in 

English and Spanish. 

	■ Shared Reading Collection: 250 titles with 

Lesson Folder and audiobook per title 

spanning grades PreK–4  

	■ Colección de Lectura compartida: 190 titles 

with Lesson Folder and audiobook per title 

spanning grades PreK–2 
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© 2018 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.

About This Text Set
The authors of the nonfiction books in this text set have organized factual information into a 
question and answer structure. They engage the reader’s curiosity by posing thought-provoking 
questions about the animal world, and then providing interesting and often surprising answers. 
The questions invite children to share their own thinking, while the answers inspire further 
discussion and exploration.

You might also include the following additional books and resources from the Fountas & Pinnell  
Classroom collection. 
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Nonfiction: Questions and Answers

How do writers 
of nonfiction books 

make information fun and 
interesting to read about?

You can use what 
you know about 

a topic when 
trying to answer 

a question.

There are many 
different ways 

to organize 
information in a 
nonfiction book.

Writers choose an organizational 
structure for a reason. 

Thinking Across Books
While reading the books in this text set, help children make connections across the set, and facilitate 
ways of learning and finding out more about nonfiction books that use a question and answer structure. 

■■ How are all of these books alike? How are they different?

■■ What kinds of questions do the authors of these books pose?  

■■ What personal connections did you make to the information in these books?             

Essential Question and Big Ideas
Engage children by keeping this essential question and these big ideas in mind as you read and talk about 
the texts in this set. Be sure to use language appropriate for the grade level. This question can also be 
explored through a variety of inquiry projects, including the suggested projects on the next page.

What If You Had Animal Teeth? What Do You Do When Something Wants to Eat You? 

A Cool Summer TailAnimals Black and White Best Foot Forward What Do You Do With a Tail Like This?

FPC_IRA_G1_Inquiry-Card_2pp_Nonfiction-QandA_Sample.indd   1 6/8/2017   5:11:50 PM

INTERACTIVE READ-
ALOUD (PreK–6)

SHARED READING  
(PreK–4)
available in English (PreK–4) and 

Spanish (PreK–2)

© 2018 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann. © 2018 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann. 
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SRRespond to the Text You Will Need

• Old to New
• a pointer
• highlighter tape
• chart paper and marker

Visit resources.fountasandpinnell.com 
to download digital resources to support 
this lesson, including:
• masking card

Book Old to New

Author Jena Croxford

Genre Nonfiction:  
Expository/Procedural

Summary 
This nonfiction book tells how old things can be made into new things instead of being thrown away. The book ends 
with directions readers can follow to make an old egg carton into a garden.

Messages
One person’s trash may be another person’s treasure. An object’s original use does not have to be its only use. Recycling 
helps to protect our environment by reducing trash.

Goals
Think about the reading behaviors and understandings your children control. Select goals that will develop their 
abilities to think like readers as they process a text. Refer to The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum (see the Shared 
and Performance Reading section and also pertinent levels in the Guided Reading section).

Early Literacy Behaviors
■■ Demonstrate full control of early 
reading behaviors.

Searching, Monitoring, 
Correcting Behaviors
■■ With teacher support, use 
features of print to search for and 
use visual information.

■■ Search for information when 
processing simple sentences.

Fluent Reading
■■ Read some words quickly and 
automatically.

■■ Read with phrasing.

Vocabulary and Language 
Development
■■ Use contextual information to 
understand the meaning of new 
words (dump, recycled, treasures, 
containers, hand-me-down).

■■ Understand the meaning of 
simple plurals.

Phonological Awareness/
Phonics/Word Study
■■ Recognize some simple plurals.

■■ Hear syllables in multisyllabic 
words.

Comprehension: Talking and 
Writing About Reading
■■ Through discussion, infer the 
writer’s purpose and message.

■■ Talk about personal connections 
made to content.

■■ Use academic language to talk 
about the text: e.g., author, 
photographer, flaps, heading, 
topic.

■■ Reread to remember something 
from a text in order to draw or 
write about it.

About This Book
GENRE FOCUS This nonfiction text provides information about the trash people create, examples of trash being 
recycled into new things, and procedural instructions for how to turn an egg carton into a garden.

HOW THE BOOK WORKS After an introduction about trash and recycling, left-hand pages describe what can 
be recycled. Flaps on right-hand pages have questions about recycling that readers can lift to reveal the answers.

IMPORTANT CHARACTERISTICS TO NOTICE

■■ Content words related to concepts children can understand and supported by photographs with labels

■■ Flaps that can be lifted to reveal answers to questions

■■ Headings

■■ A simple chart

Engage the children in additional experiences to enhance their appreciation and interpretation of the text.

Art Provide a variety of objects that might otherwise be thrown 
away: magazines, cardboard cereal boxes, bottle caps, scraps of 
colored construction paper, pieces of cloth, toilet paper rolls, egg 
cartons, etc. Have children work independently or with a partner to 
create a trash-to-treasure piece of art. Invite children to share their 
art and explain it to the group.

Independent Writing/Drawing Following the model of the 
directions for the egg carton garden, have children write or draw the 
steps for turning a piece of trash into treasure. It could be the art 
they created in the activity described above or something they read 
in the book.

Shared Writing In the book Old to New, the author mentioned 
some things that can be recycled and made into new things. What 
are some of the things the author described? Let’s make a list of 
things that can go from trash to treasure. Work with children to 
create a list of objects that can be recycled. Create a two-column list. In the left-hand column write 
things that can be recycled and in the right-hand column write what they can be made into. Children 
may suggest items from the book or use their imaginations to add to the list. Using a pointer, reread the 
writing with the children to check the meaning. 

Project Start a classroom recycling project. Use a box or bin to gather objects for recycling. Put a piece of 
chart paper next to it and ask children to sign in their contributions. Decide which items can be repurposed 
and find out where others can be taken for recycling. 

Independent Reading 
Give children the opportunity to read the text independently or with a partner using the big book or small 
book version. 

■■ Have a group of children listen to the text at the listening center, following along in the small  
book version.

■■ Give a group of children the small book version and have them read it in unison.

■■ Have children read the small book to a partner, taking turns reading pages or the whole book.

Connect to Other Books
You may want to take the opportunity to expand children’s knowledge of the topic, form, or genre using 
these texts from the Fountas & Pinnell Classroom Shared Reading collection.

■■ Compare Old to New to the book Inventions and Nature. Compare how the authors use headings in 
both books. 

■■ Nonfiction titles that might help children understand why we need to protect the Earth include Rain 
Forest Surprises and Surprises on a Coral Reef.

Assessment
Think about the goals of the lesson and the behavioral evidence you observed. Observe to find evidence 
that children can:

■■ understand and discuss new information about recycling.

■■ search for and talk about information presented in sidebars and graphics.

■■ use new vocabulary in discussion (dump, recycled, treasures, containers, and hand-me-down).

■■ use details in the photos to understand new vocabulary and ideas in the text.

■■ understand and retell step-by-step directions for making an egg carton garden.
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Fountas & Pinnell Literacy™ PURCHASING OPTIONS 3

Explicit lessons for whole-group instruction and small-

group application that help students explore, attend to, 

learn about, and efficiently use sounds, letters, and words. 

	■ 100 lessons per grade PreK–3  

	■ 105 lessons per grade 4–6  

	■ Lesson Folder per lesson K–6

Brief, focused, explicit lessons that help children understand and 

apply the characteristics of effective writing and nurture their ability 

to write with purpose, imagination, and voice.  

	■ One book of minilessons per grade PreK–6 

Brief, focused and practical whole-class lessons on the 

topics of Management, Literary Analysis, Strategies and 

Skills, and Writing About Reading. 

	■ One book of minilessons per grade K–6

PHONICS, SPELLING AND 
WORD STUDY (PreK–6)

WRITING 
MINILESSONS (PreK–6)

READING 
MINILESSONS (K–6)

S
ection 6

: C
ra� 

381Umbrella 3: Reading Like a Writer

WML 1
CFT.U3.WML1

Have a Try

Invite children to talk to a partner about techniques 

they would like to try in their own writing.

Look at the chart. Which of these things would 

you like to try in your writing? Turn and talk to 

your partner about this.

w After children turn and talk, invite a few children 

to share their responses.

Summarize and Apply

Help children summarize the learning. Remind 

them to try some of the authors’ techniques in their 

own writing.

w Write Read Like a Writer at the top of the chart. 

Read it aloud. 

What does it mean to read like a writer?

Today during writing time, you can start a new 

book or continue working on one you’ve already 

started. As you write, think about the things 

you’ve noticed other writers doing and try one of these things in your own writing. 

You can look at the chart to get ideas.

Confer

w During independent writing, move around the room to confer briefly with as many individual 

children as time allows. Sit side by side with them and invite them to talk about trying an 

author’s technique in their own writing. Use prompts such as the following if needed.

• What are you writing about today?

• Would you like to try something new today in your writing?

• Look at the chart. Which of these things would you like to try?

• Is there a place in your story where you could add a speech bubble?

• What new thing did you try today? Why did you try that?

Share

Following independent writing, gather children in the meeting area to share their writing.

Who tried something new today in your writing?

What did you try?

Read Like a Writer

Writes facts in a
smaller size

Describes things 
with interesting 
words
Uses speech 
bubbles

Uses       and 
CAPITAL LETTERS

Repeats words 
and sentences

Nicola 
Davies

Mo 
Willems

Kevin 
Henkes

So you can tell 
them apart from 
the story
So you can make 
a picture in your 
mind
To show what the 
characters are 
saying in a fun 
way

To show what the 
characters sound 
like when they 
are speaking

To show that an 
idea is important

Author What does the
author do? Why?

FP21WML_G1.indb   381FP21WML_G1.indb   381
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Fountas & Pinnell Word Study Lessons, Grade 4

EXPLAIN THE PRINCIPLE

Add the suffix -able or -ible to 
some word roots or base words 
to form adjectives.

Add the suffix -able to the end 
of a base word to mean “capable 
of.”

Add the suffix -ible to the end of 
a word root to mean “capable 
of.”

Teach
1. On chart paper, write the 

words readable, 
affordable, and 
conquerable in a column, 
leaving space above the 
words to write a heading. 
Have students read the 
words. What do you notice 
about the words? ● 
Students are likely to 
observe that each word 
ends with -able. They may 
also point out that each 
word is an adjective. 
Guide students to notice 
that the suffix -able has 
been added to the base 
words read, afford, and 
conquer.

2. What do each of the words mean? ● Build on students’ responses to explain 
the meaning of each word: e.g., “capable of being read.” Encourage students 
to use the words in sentences, such as The large print on the sign was 
readable from far away.

3. Write -able and “capable of” as a heading. Reinforce the principle. Add the 
suffix -able to the end of a base word to mean “capable of” something.

4. Write the words terrible, visible, and possible in another column, again leaving 
space above the words to write a heading. Have students read the words. 
What do you notice about the words? ● Students are likely to observe that 
each word ends with -ible. What is different about what comes before the 
endings of the words in each column? ● As needed, draw students’ attention 
to the fact that -ible is added to word roots rather than to base words.

5. In order to understand the meanings of these words, you need to know the 
meanings of the word roots. Encourage students to share what they know 
about the word root terr. ● The word root terr means “fright.” Based on what 
you know about the word root and the suffix, what does terrible mean? ● The 
word terrible means capable of causing fright or terror. Encourage students to 
use the word in a sentence: e.g., We saw a terrible storm on the horizon. 
Repeat the process with vis, “see,” and poss, “able.”

6. Write -ible and “capable of” as a heading. Reinforce the principle. You can add 
the suffix -ible to the end of a word root to mean “capable of.”

7. Tell students that they are going to add the suffix -able or -ible to some base 
words and word roots to form adjectives. Explain that students will take a 
card, decide whether it shows a base word or a word root, and add the correct 
suffix to write the new adjective on a two-way sort.

INSTRUCTIONAL 
PROCEDURE

NOTICE PARTS

See page 32 for detailed 
descriptions of Instructional 
Procedures.

ACTIVITY: SUFFIXES 
-ABLE AND -IBLE

Comprehensive 
Phonics, Spelling, 
and Word Study 
Guide

Refer to:
page 62, row 59

readable

affordable

conquerable

terrible

visible

possible

-able
“capable of”

-ible
“capable of”
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Word Structure: Recognize and Use the Suffixes -able and -ible to Form an Adjective

Apply
Distribute word cards and two-way sorts. Have students work in pairs to complete 
the sort and share together their list of words.

Share
f■ Ask students to share the words they wrote in each column and add some to 
the chart. Share the meaning of any word root with which students are 
unfamiliar. You may wish to invite students to use some of the words in 
sentences.

f■ Encourage students to share what they learned about forming adjectives with 
the suffixes -able and -ible.

Assess
f■ Notice whether students, in their writing, are forming adjectives correctly using 
-able and -ible.

f■ Ask students to read five to seven words that end with -able or -ible, and have 
them explain the meanings.

f■ You may wish to use Word Structure Assessment F.

ACTIVITY: TWO 
ADJECTIVE SUFFIXES

INSTRUCTIONAL 
PROCEDURE

MAKE WORDS

See page 32 for detailed 
descriptions of Instructional 
Procedures.

ACTION TAGS

take a card

add a suffix

write the word

Word Structure: Recognize and Use the Suffixes -able and -ible to Form an Adjective

Fountas & Pinnell Word Study Lessons, Grade 4
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 Two-Way Sort

break

agree

avoid

enjoy

honor

accept
horr

incred

ed

sens

vis

flex

WS 29Fountas & Pinnell Word Study Lessons, Grade 1

-able -ible
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The most powerful and engaging authentic, original, leveled books to build each student’s 

ability to process increasingly challenging texts with fluency and comprehension.  

	■ 1,300 titles spanning grades K–6  

	■ Lesson Folder per title 

An authentic opportunity to bring students together for in-depth discussion of a captivating 

trade book they have read in order to extend thinking and learn about themselves as readers.  

	■ 32 titles per grade K–3  

	■ 48 titles per grade 4–6  

	■ Discussion Card per title  

	■ Inquiry Overview Card per text set 

A carefully curated collection of authentic children’s literature that provides the opportunity for students 

to develop tastes as readers and to read a large number of self-selected books independently. With 

accompanying conferring cards, you can make specific teaching points in brief conferences that lead the 

individual reader forward. 

	■ 150 titles per grade K–2  

	■ 200 titles per grade 3–6  

	■ Conferring Card per title

GUIDED READING

BOOK CLUBS

INDEPENDENT 
READING

Prepare for the Discussion
Tell children when you will be meeting. To prepare for our book club, read or listen to 

the book and think what you want to say about it. Use a sticky note to mark one or two 

places that you want to talk about. 

Discuss the Book
Invite children to share parts of the book they want to talk about, using details 

from illustrations and text to support points made in discussion. Have them 

provide evidence for their thinking. If needed, select from the following prompts 

to support thinking and talking.

Facilitating the Discussion Suggested Prompts

Let’s talk about the important things that 

happened to Miles in this story. Who would like 

to get us started?

◗◗ Who else has something to add to that?

◗◗ What are some other important things that

happened to Miles?

Miles seems pretty excited about going to 

get his first haircut in the beginning, but he 

gradually gets more and more nervous. When 

did you notice him first starting to get worried?

◗◗ How do you know that?

◗◗ Can you take us to a place in the book that

shows that?

Doing new things can be challenging. Have you 

ever had to overcome a fear and try something 

new like this? How did you feel?

◗◗ I like the way you’re connecting Miles’s

experiences to your own. 

◗◗ What are some other connections you had to

the character?

Do you think Miles learned anything from his 

experience? Talk about what you think he 

learned.

◗◗ I see why you would think that. Can you

add more?

◗◗ What might happen the next time Miles is faced

with something scary?

 It seems like Miles was able to overcome his 

fear of getting a haircut in the end. I wonder if 

his dad and the other men in the barbershop 

helped. What do you think?

◗◗ Can you find a passage that shows this?

◗◗ Let’s talk more about that. What are some of the

things that make Miles feel better?

 The title of the book, “Bippity Bop Barbershop” 

is very unique. Do you think it’s a good title for 

this book? Why or why not?

◗◗ Tell me about your thinking.

◗◗ What makes the language in this book different

or unique?

The illustrations in the book are full of 

interesting details about Miles’ neighborhood. 

Who can take us to a place in the book that 

gives an example?

◗◗ Can you show me where that is in the
illustrations?

Evaluate the Discussion
Refer to the goals. Invite children to self-evaluate how well they listened to each other, as 

well as their participation and contribution to helping one another building understanding 

of the book. 

Extend the Discussion: Write About Reading
Miles learned how to be brave in this story. Write a paragraph about a time when you 

learned to overcome your fears. 

© 2019 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann. All rights reserved.
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Book Clubs

Title
Grade
Author
Illustrator
Genre
Text Set 8

Bippity Bop Barbershop
2
Natasha Anastasia Tarpley
E. B. Lewis
Realistic Fiction
Genre Study: Realistic Fiction

Book Talk
Doing something new for the first time can be exciting, but it can also be scary. In this story, 
a boy named Miles is worried about getting his first haircut—What if the barber accidentally 
cuts off his ear? With the help of his dad, Miles finds a way to overcome his fear.

Summary 
A little boy, Miles, and his father head to the barbershop for Miles’ first haircut. As Miles 
waits, he begins to grow more and more nervous. When it’s his turn, Miles is reminded to be 
brave, but his fear gets the best of him. Dad coaches him through this scary time, and Miles 
overcomes his fear by thinking of his brave dad. He even chooses a haircut just like him. 
Messages
It’s important to try new things, even if they scare you. Family and friends can help you 
get through difficult times.

Important Text Characteristics:
■■ This book is a simple narrative with a straightforward structure, problem, and solution
■■ Content that is appropriate for children’s cognitive development, social and emotional
maturity, and life experiences (community, family relationships, overcoming fears, etc.)
■■ Colorful watercolor illustrations that provide additional detail about characters and setting

Begin numbering this book 
on the left-hand page with 
body text beginning: “Early 
Saturday morning . . .”

Listening and Speaking
■■ Use details from illustrations and text
to support points made in discussion
■■ Actively participate in the give and take
of conversation

Building Deep Understanding
■■ Infer that Miles is growing more and
more nervous about getting his haircut
as the story progresses

Goals
Refer to The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum for Grade 2 and 
choose appropriate goals. Consider these:

Continuum 
Connection

GRADES  

PreK–8
GRADES  

The Fountas&Pinnell

A Tool for Assessment, Planning, and Teaching

Continuum
Literacy

Expanded E D I T I O N

■■ Tell the important events of a story, and
understand how Miles’ dad helps him
overcome his fear
■■ Compare personal knowledge and
experiences with what is read

Writing About Reading
■■ Write about connections between the
ideas in the text and children’s own life
experiences

© 2019 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann. All rights reserved.
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If children liked this book, they might enjoy these  books about water animals found in the Independent  Reading Collection:

Conferring PromptsHave a brief conversation to check in on the child’s enjoyment and understanding of 

the book, and to answer any questions. Some of the following prompts may be helpful 

depending on where the child is in reading the book. Sample and support the child’s oral 

reading and discuss writing in the Reader’s Notebook if appropriate. 

Book Choice and Engagement
■■ I see you chose a nonfiction book about animals. What do you like about these

kinds of books?
■■ What did you think about this book? Did you make a good choice? Talk about that.

Thinking Within the Text■■ Talk about some facts you learned from this book. Which was the most interesting

or surprising?
■■ What does Seal do in this book? Talk about how he finds food.

Thinking Beyond the Text■■ What information about seals do you think is missing or could be added to

this book?
■■ How do you think the author feels about seals? How do you know?

Thinking About the Text■■ Do you think it was a good choice to use illustrations instead of photographs? Why

do you think that?■■ The seal facts are in a different size from the other words in the story. Was that a

good idea? Talk about why you think the author did that.
Writing About Reading Prompts
You may want to select from the following prompts to engage children in sharing their 

thinking about the book through drawing or writing in the Reader’s Notebook.

Thinking Within the Text■■ Write about how Seal hunts for food. Draw a picture to go with your writing.

Thinking Beyond the Text■■ Write about why it is important to learn about seals.

Thinking About the Text■■ Write a letter to your teacher. Tell what makes the illustrations so good.

FPC_IR_G2_B1_PPDF_SeeWhatASealCanDo_5425.indd   2

8/17/2017   12:33:51 PM

Independent Reading
Conferring Card

© 2018 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.

Book Talk
Have you ever seen a seal in real life? This book has gorgeous illustrations and 
fascinating facts about seals. Did you know that seals can close their throats so they 
don’t swallow too much water when they’re eating underwater? And just look at these 
illustrations. Don’t they almost look like photographs? If you like learning about animals, 
I bet you’ll enjoy this book.

Summary
This narrative story of a gray seal out looking for food is interspersed with animal 
facts (in smaller type) and illustrated with accurate, detailed, and wondrously playful 
illustrations. Readers learn how seals move on land and in water, and how they find and 
catch food, as well as many other facts. The book includes a diagram of seal types on 
the endpapers, an introduction to wild seals on the copyright page, and an index.

Focus on Text Structure
The two types of text running through the book are what make its structure special. 
Point out to readers that the main narrative follows Seal as he searches for, catches, 
and eats food in his ocean home. Prompt children to talk about what the smaller text 
does. (gives additional facts) Have children talk about ways this book can be read. Can 
someone read the big text alone? What about jumping around and reading all the facts 
in little text? Invite children to talk about why they think the author wrote the book this 
way and give their opinion of the structure.

Title See What a Seal Can Do

Grade 2

Author Chris Butterworth

Illustrator Kate Nelms

Genre Nonfiction/Narrative

Message(s) The natural world is full of wondrous and 
fascinating creatures. Animals have a 
variety of characteristics that make them 
uniquely adapted to their specific habitats.

FPC_IR_G2_B1_PPDF_SeeWhatASealCanDo_5425.indd   1 8/17/2017   12:33:51 PM
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GRYou Will Need
• Transformed, Level U

Visit resources.fountasandpinnell.com 
to download online resources to support 
this lesson, including:
• Recording Form 

Book  Transformed

Level  U

Author  Jacqueline Adams

Illustrator Craig Phillips

Genre  Fiction/Science 
Fiction (Humorous)

Goals
Think about the readers and the behaviors and understandings to notice, teach for, and support at Level U in  
The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum. Select goals that match the needs of your students. The following may  
be appropriate.

Reading
■■ Search for and use multiple 
sources of information. 
■■ Closely monitor understanding 
of texts using knowledge of 
wide range of genres and forms 
(science fiction). 
■■ Actively and consistently add 
to vocabulary through reading 
(transformed, interstellar 
biologist). 

■■ Understand that there may be 
different genres and special forms 
in each of the larger categories of 
fiction and nonfiction. 
■■ Infer character development from 
evidence in behavior and as well 
as reasons for change. 
■■ Infer the larger messages—you 
can’t always trust that another 
person’s knowledge is correct; 
sometimes you have to find 
things out for yourself. 

Word Work
■■ Recognize and use words that 
have similar meanings because 
they have the same word root.

Writing About Reading
■■ Predict what a character is likely 
to do next or after the story ends 
and support with evidence from 
the text.

Analysis of Book Characteristics Transformed, Level U
How The Book Works This science fiction book is written in first-person narrative in chronological sequence. Dr. 
Waa, an alien, is sent to Earth to bring back something worth studying. She goes to Earth in the form of a dog and is 
captured and brought to a dog shelter. 

Genre/Form
■■ Fiction
■■ Science Fiction (Humorous)

Text Structure
■■ Text with multiple episodes that 
are elaborated with many details
■■ Book with sections connected to a 
single plot

Content
■■ Content interesting to and 
relevant for the reader (an alien 
visits Earth)

Themes and Ideas
■■ Text with abstract themes that 
require inferential thinking 
(pleasing difficult people, doing 
one’s best, compassion for 
animals

Language and Literary 
Features
■■ Some settings distant in 
geography (alien planet)
■■ Basic motifs of modern fantasy 
(transformations)
■■ Descriptive language (The 
levitation beam lowered me into 
a world of green plants and blue 
sky.)

Sentence Complexity
■■ Some long sentences with 
more than twenty words (They 
were filled with a jumble of 
unidentifiable objects, but I 
observed that the odors coming 
from each were very complex and 
strong.)

Vocabulary
■■ Many words that appear in the 
vocabulary of mature language 
users (Tier 2) (vaporized, 
tentacles, species, hoisted)

Words
■■ Many multisyllable words 
(biologists, abilities, identified, 
unidentifiable)
■■ Base words with affixes 
(annoyance, assignment, 
personally, unfamiliar)

Illustrations
■■ Illustrations that enhance and 
extend meaning in the text

Book and Print Features
■■ Headings
■■ Epilogue
■■ Ellipsis for interrupted speech

1© 2020 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann. All rights reserved.



Fountas & Pinnell Literacy™ PURCHASING OPTIONS 5

YOUR CLASSROOM
GRADE-LEVEL COLLECTIONS, PreK–6
A comprehensive grade-level collection for 
your classroom.

Available for:

	■ Grade PreK: 120 titles

	■ Grade K: 120 titles

	■ Grade 1: 120 titles

	■ Grade 2: 120 titles

	■ Grade 3: 120 titles

	■ Grade 4: 120 titles

	■ Grade 5: 120 titles

	■ Grade 6: 120 titles

1

PURCHASING OPTIONS

INTERACTIVE READ-ALOUD COLLECTIONS

YOUR COLLECTION
Build a collection over time or purchase 
replacements with text sets.

TEXT SET COLLECTIONS, PreK–6
Pre-configured, grade-level text sets 
for individual purchase. Each text set 
comes with accompanying Lesson 
Folders and an Inquiry Overview Card.

2

2 Ways to Purchase

Scan or click 
to explore

Steps in an Author or Illustrator Study
Students will need plenty of opportunity to explore the texts in this set - both on their own or in 
groups or pairs, and during read-aloud time. As they become more familiar with the steps in an author 
or illustrator study, they will learn how to notice characteristics common to a particular author or 
illustrator's work. Below are the basic steps in an author or illustrator study.  

1.  Take students on a quick “tour” of the books in this set, pointing out some of the notable
characteristics of the author or illustrator’s work.

2.  Allow students time to look through the books and discuss what they notice with a partner.

3.  Read each book in the set aloud to the class and discuss what you notice.

4.  After you have read all of the books in the set, as well as any others by this author or illustrator,
have students analyze characteristics that are common to the texts, and list the characteristics on
chart paper.

Interactive Read
-A

lo
ud

IRAJanell Cannon

A
u

th
or/Illu

strator Stu
dy: Jan

ell C
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n
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G

rade 3

About This Text Set
For an author or illustrator study, be sure that students think and talk about the meaning of each 
text before looking for characteristics specific to this author or illustrator.

Author and illustrator Janell Cannon is a careful observer of the natural world, and she particularly 
enjoys creating characters based on misunderstood (and often reviled) animals, such as bats, 
hyenas, snakes, and cockroaches. While her books are fiction, they often include additional 
facts to help the reader understand more about the animals on which the characters are based. 
Her depictions of both plants and animals are highly detailed and realistic, and offer readers 
additional insight into the lives of the animals she writes about.

Author/ 
Illustrator Study

Stellaluna Pinduli Crickwing Verdi

© 2019 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom ™. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann. All rights reserved.
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SHARED READING COLLECTIONS

YOUR CLASSROOM
GRADE-LEVEL COLLECTIONS, PreK–4
A comprehensive grade-level collection 
for your classroom.

Available for:

	■ Grade PreK: 30 titles

	■ Grade K: 65 titles

	■ Grade 1: 65 titles

	■ Grade 2: 30 titles

	■ Grade 3: 30 titles

	■ Grade 4: 30 titles

ADD-ON PACK, PreK–4
Need more than 6 small 
copies of each title? Add 1 more 
copy of each title found in your 
grade-level collection. Lesson 
Folders not included.

1

YOUR COLLECTION
SINGLE TITLE AND LESSON PACK
Choose your own title. Comes with 1 Big 
Book, 6 copies of Little Books, and the 
accompanying Lesson Folder. 

SINGLE TITLE: BIG BOOK*
Choose your own title. Comes with 1 

Big Book. Small Books 
and Lesson Folder not 
included.

2

3

3 Ways to Purchase

Scan or click 
to explore
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SRVa a necesitar

• Me divierto con mi familia
• un apuntador
• papel para carteles y marcador
• revistas viejas

Libro Me divierto con 
mi familia

Autor Carlos Pérez

Fotógrafo Robert Reynolds

Género No ficción

Resumen 
Un niño dice lo que le gusta hacer con diferentes miembros de su familia, incluyendo su papá, su mamá,  
sus hermanitas, su hermanito, su abuela, su abuelo y sus primos.

Mensajes
Los miembros de una familia pueden divertirse juntos de muchas maneras. Es especial hacer cosas que disfrutas  
con las personas que quieres.

HEINEMANNPortsmouth, NH

Instrumento para la evaluación, planificación y enseñanza

PreK–8Grados  

Fountas&Pinnell

lectoescritura
Continuo de la

ToTaLMENTEe n  e s pa Ñ o l

Reconstrucción en español deThe Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum: A Tool for Assessment, Planning, and Teaching

EdICIÓN A m p l i A d A Objetivos
Consulte el Continuo de la lectoescritura de Fountas & Pinnell (ver la sección Lectura compartida y lectura 
interpretativa) y elija algunos objetivos. Tenga en cuenta los siguientes:

■■ Primeros hábitos de lectura Comenzar a observar que una palabra está delimitada por el espacio que tiene  
a cada lado.

■■ Buscar, verificar y corregir hábitos de lectura Comenzar a usar características de la letra impresa para buscar  
y usar información visual [letras, palabras, puntos].

■■ Desarrollo lingüístico y de vocabulario Comprender el significado de palabras nuevas que aparecen en la letra 
impresa [columpiarse, primos].

■■ Conciencia fonológica/Fonética/Estudio de palabras Comenzar a observar la letra impresa, especialmente las 
letras en su propio nombre.

■■ Comprensión: Hablar y escribir sobre la lectura Observar y hablar acerca de la información importante en un texto. 
Recordar algo de un texto con el objeto de dibujar o escribir sobre él.

Acerca de este libro
ENFOQUE EN EL GÉNERO Este libro de no ficción sencillo trata sobre las cosas que a un niño le gusta hacer 
con varios miembros de su familia.

CÓMO FUNCIONA EL LIBRO Cada doble página presenta a un miembro de la familia y una actividad, usando 
una estructura de oraciones repetitivas con algunas excepciones: A mi (papá) le gusta (cantar). A mí me encanta 
(cantar) con (él).

CARACTERÍSTICAS IMPORTANTES PARA OBSERVAR:

■■ Fotografías que brindan gran apoyo para comprender el texto

■■ Leyendas que amplían el significado en un texto

■■ Estructura predecible y repetitiva

■■ Tema que es conocido para los niños (la familia)

© 2022 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom TM. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann. All rights reserved. 1

*Big Book replacements available to current 
Shared Reading customers only.
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	■ O

PHONICS, SPELLING, AND WORD STUDY SYSTEMS

YOUR CLASSROOM
GRADE-LEVEL COLLECTIONS, PreK–6

A comprehensive grade-level collection for 
your classroom.

Available for:

	■ Grade PreK: 100 lessons

	■ Grade K: 100 lessons

	■ Grade 1: 100 lessons

	■ Grade 2: 100 lessons

	■ Grade 3: 100 lessons

	■ Grade 4: 105 lessons

	■ Grade 5: 105 lessons

	■ Grade 6: 105 lessons

1

YOUR COLLECTION
Replenish over time:

READY RESOURCES (PreK–6)
Lost some of your Ready 
Resources cards and need 
replacements? Purchase 
the Ready Resources box to 
replenish!

STUDENT SETS (K–6)
Student word, picture, and 
letter cards at your fingertips! 
Use these generative cards 
that are categorized by content 
type to tailor lessons to meet 
the needs of students in your 
classroom.

1 Way to Purchase

Scan or click 
to explore
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      Word Study Lessons
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The Fountas & Pinnell 

Phonics, Spelling, 
and Vocabulary

      Word Study Lessons
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pattern • 
payment
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pecan • 
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patty pedal

pause peddlepeach

paw peekpeanut

pay peel

peace

pear

Fountas & Pinnell 

Word Study Lessons
Phonics, Spelling, 
  and Vocabulary

Name

Fountas & Pinnell Word Study Lessons, Grade 4
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 Lotto Game Board, aWMV 03

calm plump

cheerful simple

descendant proud

past

interesting

rare

admire

attack kind
dull

slender

cruel

W
ord Study Lessons

            Phonics, Spelling, and Vocabulary

https://www.fountasandpinnell.com/fpc/phonics/
https://www.fountasandpinnell.com/fpc/phonics/
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WRITING MINILESSONS  

YOUR CLASSROOM

GRADE-LEVEL BOOK, PreK–6
A comprehensive collection of writing 
minilessons for your classroom. 

Available for:

	■ Grade PreK: 100 lessons

	■ Grade K: 150 lessons

	■ Grade 1: 150 lessons

	■ Grade 2: 190 lessons

	■ Grade 3: 200 lessons

	■ Grade 4: 225 lessons

	■ Grade 5: 225 lessons

	■ Grade 6: 230 lessons

1

1 Way to Purchase

Scan or click 
to explore

Create. Imagine. Learn.

Writing
oyful

Joyful W
riting in P

rekindergarten

in PreK

Irene C. Fountas & Gay Su Pinnell

100
Minilessons

INTERACTIVE WRITING  |  BUILDING COMMUNITY  |  TELLING STORIES  

MAKING BOOKS  |  DRAWING  |  EXPLORING EARLY WRITING

+ 25 INTERACTIVE WRITING LESSONS

The Writing Minilessons Book Cover, Grade 3

Trim Size: 8.5x10.875” Bulk: 1.093” (NOT FINAL)  Color Space: 4/4 (CMYK)

File Revision Date: 5.12.22

Designer: Ellery Harvey (ellery.harvey@heinemann.com)

Book
Minilessons

TheWriting

Irene C. Fountas & Gay Su Pinnell

Fo
u

n
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s
&

P
in

n
ell

200
Minilessons

Irene C. Fountas & Gay Su Pinnell

The Writing Minilessons Book
Your Every Day Guide for Literacy Teaching, Grade 3

Now, with The Writing Minilessons Book at your fingertips:

Focus learning on a single idea so students can apply the learning and build on it daily 

Foster community through the development of shared language

Use an inquiry approach to support active, constructive learning

Make connections using mentor texts from interactive read-aloud and shared reading 

Create relevance by linking to previous learning experiences

Expand students’ writing competencies and link them to reading 

Generate anchor charts with the whole group for student reference and support

Nurture student independence with opportunities to extend learning

Meet students’ needs and build on their strengths

780325 1188269

90000 >
ISBN  978-0-325-11882-6

A must-have resource for today’s classrooms

Increase the impact of your literacy instruction by implementing all of the 
Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ instructional contexts to create a complete, 

comprehensive, and coherent system of literacy education. 

fp.pub/community

33

The
W

riting
M

inilessons
B

ook

Your Every Day Guide for 
Literacy Teaching

Develop students’ deep knowledge of literacy concepts with these must-have
writing minilessons—200 concise, explicit, whole-group lessons with a purposeful 
application in building students’ literacy power. With The Writing Minilessons 
Book, engage students in inquiry that leads to the discovery and understanding 
of a general principle they can apply when they write. Principles are based on the 
behaviors and understandings in the one-of-a-kind, market-leading Fountas &
Pinnell Literacy Continuum.

The writing minilessons in this book serve as a guide to a meaningful, systematic 
approach to literacy learning. When you surround students with literacy, provide them 
with time to write, encourage their efforts with enthusiasm, and gently guide them, 
you create the right conditions for them to grow into confident, engaged writers. Put 
writing minilessons into action and make learning visible for every child, every day.

200 MINILESSONS
Organized into these sections:

“Writing, along with 
talking and reading, 
is one of the vehicles 
for learning across 
the curriculum.”

—Irene C. Fountas
and Gay Su Pinnell

MANAGEMENT

GENRES AND FORMS

CRAFT

CONVENTIONS

WRITING PROCESS

MANAGEMENT

GENRES AND FORMS

CRAFT

CONVENTIONS

WRITING PROCESS

Joyful Writing in Prekindergarten

WML 2
BCY.U3.WML2

WML 2
BCY.U3.WML2

Important Understanding 

Write and draw in the writing center.

Learning About Choice 
Time

You Will Need

 w a designated writing space

 w different sizes and shapes 
of paper (e.g., construction 
paper, cardstock)

 w blank stapled books

 w markers, crayons, pens, and 
pencils

 w scissors

 w glue

Important Vocabulary

 w supplies

MINILESSON

Before teaching this lesson, make sure you have taught children how to properly 
use writing and drawing tools. (See Umbrella 2: Using Writing and Drawing Tools.) 
You may want to prepare one child ahead of time to model how to get supplies and 
put them back. Engage children in a short demonstration of how to use the writing 
center. Here is an example. 

 w Show the writing center icon.  

This picture is for the writing center. When you put your name beside this 
picture, it means you will draw and write in the writing center. You can 
make books, write letters, and draw pictures in the writing center. 

 w Hold up some of the materials (for example, pencils, crayons, blank books). 

What do you notice about where the writing center materials are kept?

Everything belongs in its own place. Be sure to put things back where they 
belong. 

 w Have a child model how to get the materials, draw on a piece of paper, and put 
the materials back. Prepare the child beforehand to take one marker at a time. 

What did you notice about how ______ got his materials? He took one 
marker at a time and then put it back when he was finished. 

 w Invite another child to model how to take the cap off a marker and put it back on. 

What did you notice about how ______ took good care of the marker?

Listen for the clicking sound when you put the cap on markers and glue 
sticks so they don’t dry up.  

 w Show children where to put their finished work in the basket.  

16

GOAL

Learn how to follow routines in the writing center. 

WHY IT’S IMPORTANT

The writing center provides an opportunity for children to play at writing and begin to see 
themselves as authors. An organized writing center allows children to explore and create. In this 
center, they need to be taught explicitly how to retrieve materials, draw and write, put materials 
away, and place their finished work where it belongs.   

ASSESS LEARNING

 w Observe whether children choose the writing center as one of their choice activities. 

 w Observe how children take care of materials, such as markers and glue.

 w Notice if children place their finished work in a basket.  

Also available in eBook format

https://www.fountasandpinnell.com/fpc/writingminilessons/
https://www.fountasandpinnell.com/fpc/writingminilessons/
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READING MINILESSONS

YOUR CLASSROOM

GRADE-LEVEL BOOK, K–6
A comprehensive collection of reading 
minilessons for your classroom. 

Available for:

	■ Grade K: 150 lessons

	■ Grade 1: 175 lessons

	■ Grade 2: 190 lessons

	■ Grade 3: 200 lessons

	■ Grade 4: 225 lessons 
 available June 2023

	■ Grade 5: 225 lessons 
 available June 2023

	■ Grade 6: 230 lessons 
 available June 2024

1

1 Way to Purchase

Scan or click 
to explore

Umbrella 14: Understanding Characters in Stories 259

S
ection 2: Literary A

nalysis

Understanding Characters in Stories Umbrella 14

Minilessons in This Umbrella

RML1 Stories have important characters.

RML2 Sometimes the animals act like people in stories.

RML3 The words and pictures help you understand how a character feels.

RML4 Sometimes you feel like a character in a book.

Before Teaching Umbrella 14 Minilessons

Read and discuss books that have simple plots with one or two important characters 
whose feelings can be easily inferred from the pictures and words. Use the following 
books from the Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ Interactive Read-Aloud Collection 
text sets, or choose other books that have one or two important characters.

Learning and Playing Together: School

Look Out Kindergarten, Here I Come! by Nancy Carlson

The Importance of Friendship

A Visitor for Bear by Bonny Becker

I Love You All Day Long by Francesca Rusackas

Yo! Yes? by Chris Raschka

Big Al and Shrimpy by Andrew Clements

As you read aloud and enjoy these texts together, help children

• notice and name important characters,

• notice when animals act like people,

• think about how the characters feel throughout the story, and

• think about a time they felt the way the characters feel.

School

Friendship

FP_RML_GK_LIT_U14_3pp.indd   259 3/20/18   3:13 PM

Also available in eBook format

https://www.fountasandpinnell.com/fpc/readingminilessons/
https://www.fountasandpinnell.com/fpc/readingminilessons/
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GUIDED READING COLLECTIONS

YOUR SCHOOL
BOOKROOM COLLECTIONS
A comprehensive collection to share 
across your building.

Available for:

	■ Grades K–6: 1300 titles

	■ Grades K–5: 1150 titles

	■ Grades K–2: 600 titles

	■ Grades 3–6: 700 titles

1

YOUR CLASSROOM
GRADE-LEVEL COLLECTIONS
A comprehensive grade-level 
collection for your classroom.

Available per grade:

	■ Grade K: 200 titles

	■ Grade 1: 200 titles

	■ Grade 2: 200 titles

	■ Grade 3: 200 titles

ADD-ON PACK, K–6
Need more than 6 copies of each 
title? Add on 1 more copy of each 
title found in your grade-level 
collection. Lesson Folders not 
included.

2

YOUR COLLECTION
Build a collection over time with text level sets 
and single title packs.

TEXT LEVEL COLLECTIONS
Pre-configured text level sets of 5 or 10 
titles with lesson and online recording form 
access.

SINGLE TITLE & LESSON 6-PACKS, K–6
Choose your own title with accompanying 
lesson and online recording form access.

3

4

	■ Grade 4: 180 titles

	■ Grade 5: 170 titles

	■ Grade 6: 150 titles

4 Ways to Purchase

Scan or click 
to explore

Chipmunk ran under the bushes 

and over the log. He ran 

around the tree.

He ran right into Snail.

10

Chipmunk said, “Why didn’t 

you come to my house for lunch? 

I thought you liked apples.”

Snail said, “I am coming. 

I have been coming all day.”

11

Lunch with Snail
by Jacqueline Adams

illustrated by Kathi Ember
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GRYou Will Need
• Chester’s Sweater, Level J
• whiteboards
• wipe-off markers

Visit resources.fountasandpinnell.com 
to download online resources to support 
this lesson, including: 
• Recording Form 

Book   Chester’s Sweater

Level   J

Author   Catherine Nichols

Illustrator Hannah McCaffery

Genre  Fiction/Animal 
Fantasy

Series   Chester and Friends 
Series

Goals
Think about the readers and the behaviors and understandings to notice, teach for, and support at Level J in  
The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum. Select goals that match the needs of your students. The following may  
be appropriate.

Reading
■■ Reread to search for and use 
information from language or 
meaning.
■■ Use word parts to problem solve 
new words.
■■ Notice periods, quotation marks, 
commas, exclamation marks, 
and question marks, and begin 
to reflect them with the voice 
through intonation and pausing.

■■ Understand the meanings of 
adjectives describing a sweater 
(soft, wool).
■■ Make connections among books 
in a series.
■■ Infer meaning of content from 
pictures that add meaning to the 
text.

Phonics/Letter and  
Word Work
■■ Take apart compound words and 
notice parts that appear in many 
compound words.

Writing About Reading
■■ Discuss a problem in a story and 
the solution.
■■ Express opinions about how a 
character acts.

Analysis of Book Characteristics Chester’s Sweater, Level J
How The Book Works This animal fantasy is told in third-person narrative in chronological sequence over two days. 
The problem arises when the main character gets his new sweater caught on a nail as he goes out to see his friend. The 
sweater unravels completely, but he has no idea. His friend Dolly gives him a new one, but it snags on the same nail 
and unravels, too.

Genre/Form
■■ Fiction
■■ Animal fantasy
■■ Series book

Text Structure
■■ Narrative text with 
straightforward structure 
(beginning, series of episodes, 
and an ending)

Content
■■ Familiar content (friendship, 
presents)

Themes and Ideas
■■ Concrete themes close to 
students’ experience (friendship, 
feelings)
■■ Ideas close to students’ 
experience (giving gifts, 
surprising others, problem 
solving)

Language and Literary 
Features
■■ Descriptive language
■■ Plot that includes multiple 
episodes
■■ Clear evidence of character 
attributes
■■ Elements of fantasy (animals 
talking)

Sentence Complexity
■■ Some sentences beginning with 
subordinate clauses (When Dolly 
opened the door, Chester twirled 
around for her.)
■■ Sentences with simple common 
connectives

Vocabulary
■■ Most vocabulary words known by 
children through oral language, 
listening to stories, or reading

Words
■■ Many two- and three-syllable 
words (present, perfectly, 
another)
■■ One four-syllable word (anybody)
■■ Plurals (peas, friends)
■■ A variety of high-frequency words 
(said, from, down)
■■ Contractions and possessives 
(didn’t, couldn’t, Dolly’s)
■■ Compound words (outside)

Illustrations
■■ Illustrations of the important 
content and ideas in the text
■■ Illustrations that enhance and 
extend meaning in the text

Book and Print Features
■■ Many lines of text on a page of 
print
■■ Italics for emphasis
■■ Embedded handwritten note
■■ Periods, commas, quotation 
marks, question marks, and 
exclamation marks

1© 2018 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann. 
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YOUR DIGITAL CLASSROOM
Guided Reading Digital

Take your Guided Reading lessons from the physical guided reading 

table to the digital guided reading table with FPL Digital. 

FPL Digital subscriptions offer FPC Guided Reading print 

customers access to the same components of their 

beloved guided reading collections in a secure student-

facing platform. 

Ways to purchase:

	■ Paid 3-Month Trial

	■ Annual per-teacher subscription

	■ Bookroom Site Licenses

Scan or click 
to explore

https://www.fountasandpinnell.com/fpldigital/
https://www.fountasandpinnell.com/fpldigital/
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BOOK CLUBS

YOUR CLASSROOM
GRADE-LEVEL COLLECTIONS, K–6
A comprehensive grade-level collection for 
your classroom.

Available for:

	■ Grade K: 32 titles

	■ Grade 1: 32 titles

	■ Grade 2: 32 titles

	■ Grade 3: 32 titles

	■ Grade 4: 48 titles

	■ Grade 5: 48 titles

	■ Grade 6: 48 titles

1

YOUR COLLECTION
TEXT SET COLLECTIONS, K–6
Pre-configured, theme-based text 
sets for individual purchase. Each 
text set comes with 6 copies of 4 
book titles, accompanying Discussion 
Cards, and an Inquiry Overview Card.  

2

2 Ways to Purchase

Scan or click 
to explore

Facilitating the Discussion Suggested Prompts

The author switches from Sylvia’s story to 
Aki’s story and then back again. Is this a good 
way to tell the story?

◗◗ Why or why not? Say more about your thinking.  

◗◗ Does anyone see it another way? 

Talk about the different fences in the book. 
Why do you think the author keeps describing 
them? What big idea is she getting at?

◗◗ Can you say more about that? 

◗◗ Did anyone else think that?

Talk about Sylvia’s sense of connection to Aki 
and how it grows over time.

◗◗ Can you say more about why Sylvia feels  
that way?

◗◗ Who can add to that?

Sylvia and her brothers can go to Westminster 
School if their father will drop the case. What 
do you think of his decision?

◗◗ Do you agree or disagree with their  
father’s decision? 

◗◗ How do you think the author feels about it?

What do you learn from the proverbs at the 
beginning of the chapters? Why do you think 
the author includes them?

◗◗ Can you give a specific example?

◗◗ What do you think the author wants you to take 
with you from this book? 

Evaluate the Discussion
Refer to the goals. Invite students to self-evaluate how well they listened to one another, as 
well as their participation and contribution to helping one another build understanding of  
the book. 

Extend the Discussion: Further Response 
The girls exchange dolls at the end of the book. Why do you think they do that? Write your 
ideas, including details from the story.

B
C5

67
8

Discuss the Book
■◗ Invite students to talk about the book. Remind them to take the group to places in  

 the book they have marked and want to talk about. 
■◗ Facilitate the discussion by guiding students to think about the big ideas in the text.  

 Additional suggestions to guide the discussion are provided below.

Prepare for the Discussion
Tell students that you will meet to discuss the book. To prepare for our book club, read or listen 
to the book. You may want to use sticky notes to mark pages that you want to talk about.

© 2020 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann. All rights reserved.

Book Clubs

Title
Grade
Author
Genre
Text Set 7

Sylvia & Aki
4
Winifred Conkling
Fiction/Historical
Historical Fiction

Book Talk
When Aki and her family are sent to a desert camp during World War II just because they 
are Japanese, Sylvia and her family move into their house. But life is hard for this Mexican 
family, too. Read Sylvia & Aki to find out what happens to both families.

Summary
Based on real events and people, this novel alternates between Sylvia’s story and Aki’s. 
When Aki’s family is sent to a Japanese internment camp, Sylvia’s family leases their farm. 
When Sylvia and her brothers are not allowed to register at the same school Aki attends, 
Sylvia’s father sues the schools over the policy. Meanwhile Aki’s family deals with the 
harsh conditions at the camp. The stories come together when Sylvia writes Aki and then 
visits her. Ultimately, Mendez vs. Westminster School District led to the desegregation of 
California schools. 

Messages and Themes 
■■ For a society to be fair or just, all people must be treated fairly or justly. 
■■ It takes courage to persist against tremendous odds. 
■■ It is important to fight discrimination wherever it exists. 
■■ Friendships with people from other cultures and backgrounds enrich us.

Goals
Refer to The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum for Grade 4 and 
choose appropriate goals. Consider these:

Continuum 
Connection

GRADES  

PreK–8
GRADES  

The Fountas&Pinnell

A Tool for Assessment, Planning, and Teaching

Continuum
Literacy

Expanded E D I T I O N

Listening and Speaking
■■ Monitor your participation and learn how 
to encourage others to participate
■■ Compare and contrast people, places,  
and events 

Building Deep Understanding 
■■ Understand the differences and similarities 
between the two girls’ experiences 

■■ Infer that the fences stand for unjust forms 
of segregation that affect Aki and Sylvia
■■ Understand the time of the setting and why 
a lawsuit against the school was needed

Extend the Discussion
■■ Write to explain the significance of the girls 
exchanging dolls at the end of the book

© 2020 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann. All rights reserved.
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INDEPENDENT READING COLLECTIONS

YOUR CLASSROOM

GRADE-LEVEL COLLECTIONS, K–6
A comprehensive grade-level collection for 
your classroom.

Available for:

	■ Grade K: 150 titles

	■ Grade 1: 150 titles

	■ Grade 2: 150 titles

	■ Grade 3: 200 titles

	■ Grade 4: 200 titles

	■ Grade 5: 200 titles

	■ Grade 6: 200 titles

1

1 Way to Purchase

Scan or click 
to explore

© 2018 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.

If children liked this book, 
they might enjoy these  
books about playing  
found in the Independent 
Reading Collection:

Conferring Prompts
Have a brief conversation to check in on the child’s enjoyment and understanding of 
the book, and to answer any questions. Some of the following prompts may be helpful 
depending on where the child is in reading the book. Sample and support the child’s oral 
reading and discuss writing in the Reader’s Notebook if appropriate. 

Book Choice and Engagement
■■ What about this book made you laugh?

■■ Would you like to read more Elephant and Piggie books? Why?

Thinking Within the Text 
■■ What is the problem in this story?

■■ Let’s talk about how the characters solve the problem.

Thinking Beyond the Text 
■■ How do you know the characters are friends?

■■ What is the author trying to say about friendship?

Thinking About the Text 
■■ Talk about the print features (speech bubbles, special fonts, sound effects). What do
you learn from these features?

■■ How do the illustrations help you understand how the characters are feeling?

Writing About Reading Prompts
You may want to select from the following prompts to engage children in sharing their 
thinking about the book through drawing or writing in the Reader’s Notebook.

Thinking Within the Text
■■ Write one or two sentences that tell the important things that happen in the story.
You can draw a picture.

Thinking Beyond the Text 
■■ Draw three pictures that show how the snake feels at the beginning, the middle,
and at the end of the story. Write something about each picture.

Thinking About the Text 
■■ Write about what seemed funny to you in this story.

FPC_IR_G1_B2_PPDF_CanIPlayToo_5186.indd   2 8/17/2017   11:24:45 AM

Independent Reading
Conferring Card

© 2018 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.

Book Talk
Have you read any Elephant and Piggie stories? This one is funny, like the others. Gerald 
the elephant and Piggie are playing catch when a snake asks if it can play with them. 
They say OK, but there’s a problem: snakes don’t have arms. Wait until you see the 
solution they come up with!

Summary
In this story, best friends Gerald the elephant and Piggie are about to play catch when a 
snake appears and asks, “Can I play too?” Elephant and Piggie awkwardly explain that 
one needs arms for playing catch and that that the snake doesn’t have arms. The snake 
feigns surprise at his lack of arms, revealing a sense of humor that Gerald and Piggie 
appreciate, and they accept the snake for who it is. They attempt a game of catch, but 
the ball hits the snake in the head over and over with a BONK! Determined to include 
their new friend, Piggie has an idea (represented by a compact fluorescent lightbulb 
above her head). The solution, which to everyone’s delight, is to use the snake as a ball.

Focus on Themes and Ideas 
The main themes in this story are friendship, acceptance, and perseverance. Gerald and 
Piggie accept the snake as a friend, despite its lack of arms. The snake is willing to try 
playing catch, even though it doesn’t know if it will succeed. And Gerald and Piggie show 
sympathy in their repeated attempts to solve the problem. Ask children to point out 
pages that support these themes.

Title Can I Play Too? (Elephant and Piggie)

Grade 1

Author/
Illustrator Mo Willems

Genre Fiction/Animal Fantasy

Message(s) Friends are not always alike. Accept 
others for who they are. Sometimes the 
best solution to a problem is the easiest 
solution.

FPC_IR_G1_B2_PPDF_CanIPlayToo_5186.indd   1 8/17/2017   11:24:44 AM
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THE FOUNTAS & PINNELL LITERACY CONTINUUM:  
A TOOL FOR ASSESSMENT, PLANNING, AND TEACHING, PreK–8
Second Edition

The essential tool to guide your assessment, activate responsive teaching, 
and support your students on their language and literacy journey. The 
Literacy Continuum provides a way to look for specific evidence of learning 
from prekindergarten through grade eight, across eight instructional 
contexts.

The Literacy Continuum [print] / PreK–8 

The Literacy Continuum, Second Edition (eBook) / PreK–8 

A teacher’s companion: The guide to literacy learning 
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Letter-Sound Relationships

LETTER-SOUND RELATIONSHIPS (continued)

BEHAVIOR
INSTRUCTIONAL 

LANGUAGE

GRADE LEVEL

PreK K 1 2 3 4 5 6–8

E M L E M L E M L E M L E M L E M L E M L 6 7 8

Vowels (continued)

20 Hear and identify short vowel 
sounds in words and the letters 
that represent them.

In some words, the letter a represents the 
sound heard at the beginning of apple or the 
middle of can.

In some words, the letter e represents the 
sound heard at the beginning of egg or the 
middle of get.

In some words, the letter i represents the 
sound heard at the beginning of in or the 
middle of sit.

In some words, the letter o represents the 
sound heard at the beginning of on or the 
middle of hot.

In some words, the letter u represents the 
sound heard at the beginning of up or the 
middle of run.

• • • •

21 Recognize and use short vowel 
sounds at the beginning of 
words: e.g., at, every, into, onto, 
up.

Some words have one vowel at the 
beginning.

The sound of the vowel is short.

• • • •

22 Recognize and use short vowel 
sounds in the middle of words 
(CVC): e.g., hat, bed, wind, stop, 
run.

Some words have one vowel between two 
consonants.

The sound of the vowel is short.

• • • •

23 Hear and identify long vowel 
sounds in words and the letters 
that represent them.

Some words have a long a vowel sound as in 
lake and paint.

Some words have a long e vowel sound as in 
eat and tree.

Some words have a long i vowel sound as in 
ice and right.

Some words have a long o vowel sound as in 
go and oak.

Some words have a long u vowel sound as in 
use and true.

• • • • •

24 Recognize and use long vowel 
sounds in words with silent e 
(CVCe): e.g., late, Pete, pine, 
robe, cube.

Some words end in an e that is silent, and 
the other vowel usually has a long sound 
(sounds like its name).

• • • • •

25 Contrast short and long vowel 
sounds in words: e.g., at/ate, 
pet/Pete, bit/bite, hop/hope, cut/
cute.

A vowel can represent a sound that is 
different from its name. It is a short vowel 
sound.

A vowel can represent a sound like its name. 
It is a long vowel sound.

• • • • •

28 The Fountas & Pinnell Comprehensive Phonics, Spelling, and Word Study Guide
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LETTER-SOUND RELATIONSHIPS (continued)

BEHAVIOR
INSTRUCTIONAL 

LANGUAGE

GRADE LEVEL

PreK K 1 2 3 4 5 6–8

E M L E M L E M L E M L E M L E M L E M L 6 7 8

Consonants (continued)

11 Recognize and use middle 
consonant sounds sometimes 
represented by double 
consonant letters: rubber, 
according, puddle, coffee, bigger, 
collect, swimmer, announce, 
dropped, arrive, lesson, attic, 
buzzing.

Sometimes double consonant letters stand 
for one consonant sound in the middle of 
a word.

• • • • • • • • •

12 Recognize and use consonant 
letters that represent two or 
more different sounds at the 
beginning of a word: car, city; 
get, gym; think, they; chair, 
chorus, choir, chef.

Some consonants or consonant clusters 
stand for two or more different sounds at the 
beginning of a word.

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

13 Recognize and use consonant 
letters that represent two or more 
different sounds at the end of 
a word: clinic, spice; hug, cage; 
rich, stomach; bath, smooth.

Some consonants or consonant clusters 
stand for two or more different sounds at the 
end of a word.

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

14 Recognize and use consonant 
letters that represent two or more 
different sounds in the middle 
of a word: cyclone, nicest; bugle, 
magic; inches, school, machine; 
mouthwash, feather.

Some consonants or consonant clusters 
stand for two or more different sounds in the 
middle of a word.

• • • • • • • • • • • •

15 Recognize and use consonant 
clusters (blends) at the end of a 
word: ct, ft, ld, lf, lp, lt, mp, nd, nk, 
nt, pt, sk, sp, st.

Some words end with a consonant cluster.

Each sound can be heard in a consonant 
cluster at the end of a word.

• • • • • • • •

16 Recognize and use less frequent 
consonant digraphs at the 
beginning or end of a word: gh, 
ph (e.g., rough, phone, telegraph).

Consonant digraphs stand for one sound 
that is different from the sound of either of 
the consonant letters.

• • • • • • • • •

17 Recognize and use consonant 
letters that represent no 
sound: lamb, scene, sign, rhyme, 
know, calm, island, listen, wrap.

Some words have consonant letters that are 
silent.

• • • • • • • • • •

18 Understand and talk about the 
fact that some consonant sounds 
can be represented by several 
different letters or letter clusters: 
e.g., kayak, picnic, truck, stomach, 
antique; thief, stiff, cough, graph.

Some consonant sounds are represented by 
several different letters or letter clusters.

• • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Vowels

19 Understand and talk about the 
fact that some letters represent 
vowel sounds.

Some letters are vowels.

Every word has at least one vowel sound.

A, e, i, o, and u are vowels (and sometimes y).

• • •

Comprehensive
   Phonics, Spelling,

   and Word Study Guide

PreK–8
GRADES  

The Fountas&Pinnell

CONTINUO DE LA LECTOESCRITURA, GRADOS 
PREK–8
Instrumento para la evaluación, planificación y enseñanza, 
Expanded Edition 

These curricular resources provide a common vision of what 
PreK–8, Spanish-speaking children need to be able to do as 
competent readers, writers, and language users by providing a 
framework for planning, links from assessment to instruction, and 
tools for evaluation.

Continuo de la lectoescritura (English) / PreK–8

Continuo de la lectoescritura totalmente en español (Spanish) / PreK–8

THE FOUNTAS & PINNELL COMPREHENSIVE PHONICS, 
SPELLING, AND WORD STUDY GUIDE 
Second Edition

This comprehensive tool combines the behaviors and 
understandings from the Phonics continuum in The Literacy 
Continuum with the specific times of the school year (early, middle, 
or late in grades PreK–8) appropriate for each one to be introduced 
and under students’ control. Instructional language and a multitude 
of specific examples appear exclusively in this guide.

The Comprehensive Phonics, Spelling, and Word Study Guide / PreK–8

SAVE BY BUNDLING DIGITAL AND PRINT!

Scan or click 
to explore

CLASSROOM RESOURCES

Teacher information in English Teacher information in Spanish

https://www.heinemann.com/collection/continuum
https://www.heinemann.com/collection/continuum
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The Literacy Quick Guide
A Reference Tool for Responsive Literacy Teaching

This must-have literacy tool is your go-to guide for responsive literacy teaching.

Leveled Texts
What Are Leveled Books?
Leveled books are books that have been categorized along a gradient of 
difficulty from easiest, Level A, to most complex, Level Z. A book’s level is a 
quick way to think about the text characteristics and processing challenges 
that readers are likely to encounter when reading that particular text. 

Using Levels to Select Books for  
Guided Reading Lessons
Studying the text characteristics of books at a given level will provide 
a good inventory of the challenges readers will meet across the level. 
Remember that there are a great variety of texts within each letter level. 
These characteristics apply to what is generally true for texts at the level 
across that variety. For the individual text, some factors may be more 
important than others in making demands on the readers. Examining these 
texts factors in relation to a particular group of readers will help you plan 
effective book introductions and tailor your teaching points. 

Why a Level Matters
The text level is a guide to analyzing and selecting appropriate texts for 
a group of readers, but text selection is more than that. Remember that 
you are teaching the reader, not the text. Every action in text selection is 
directed toward helping readers learn new ways of problem solving and 
thinking about texts that they can apply to other texts they read. They are 
developing the “fast brainwork” required by texts of increasing difficulty. 
The level of a text has everything to do with an expansion of each reader’s 
network of systems of strategic actions.

Level J

Level N

Level Y

Level A

My friend has a pet cat. 

4 5

Level E

13

“Do you like this one?” 

asked the queen.

The king said,  

“No, I don’t like it 

at all. 

This is not a good bed  

for a king.”

12

Guess Who?  

Chester didn’t know anybody 

with that name.  

Still, it was a lovely sweater.  

Chester slipped it  

over his head.  

It fit perfectly.

5

Chester tore off the paper 

and opened the box. 

There was a soft wool sweater 

inside the box.  

It was the color of mushed peas.  

Chester loved mushed peas.  

He loved the sweater, too.

A note came  

with the sweater.  

The present was  

from Guess Who.

4

The Arctic is sometimes called 

the Land of the Midnight Sun. 

In summer, you can see the 

sun shining at midnight.

Thick, 
bushy tail

The Land of the 
Midnight Sun

The Arctic region is in a part of 

the earth that gets almost no 

sunlight in winter. So it’s often dark 

during the day. If you lived in the 

Arctic, you’d have to go to school 

in the dark all winter long. During 

the summer, it’s light almost all of 

the time, sometimes 24 hours a 

day. Do you think you could sleep 

with the sun shining all night long?

5

The little fox is covered with deep, thick fur to keep her 

warm during the freezing cold winter. Her feet are padded 

with fur too, so she won’t slip on the ice. The fox’s short 

nose, ears, and legs help keep heat inside her body. 

When it’s really cold, the fox wraps her thick, fluffy tail 

around her like a blanket. Sometimes she lies on top of 

her tail, so her body hardly touches the snow. Then she 

tucks her nose into her warm fur and settles in for a 

winter’s nap.

Staying Warm

FEATURES OF THE ARCTIC FOX

Thick fur

Short nose

Short legs

Short ears

4

322 Guided Reading

dissect and study them. This text requires background information and the ability 
to understand a long period of his tory. The writer also uses Frankenstein as a sim-
ile—for example, “many people worried that the atomic bomb would turn out to 
be like Frankenstein’s monster—uncontrollable and destructive.”

Egyptian Mummies: Made to Last (Fountas & Pinnell Classroom, in press) re-
veals im por tant information about Egyptian mummies gathered by digital imaging 
technology (see Fig ure 13- 21). It is amazing how much scientists can tell about 
these ancient people. This level Y text reveals startling images of the bodies of 
mummies. It tells how the art of preserving bodies evolved over time, and it reveals 
many interesting details about the pro cess and the beliefs of the Egyptians. One 
section provides a step- by- step de scrip tion of the procedure for making a 
mummy—all the way to the sweet smells that embalmers sprinkled between the 
layers of linen. The text addresses serious subject matter that requires un der stand-
ing of ancient culture. The text includes a glossary and index.

From Body to Mummy
After the embalmers perfected 
their method, mummification 
became very popular in Egypt. 
Everyone wanted their loved ones 
to live on after death. With so 
many customers, the embalmers 
needed a system to help them 
handle all the bodies. Here’s how 
some scientists think it worked. 

Immediately after death, 
embalmers took the body to Ibu 
(ee-boo), which means “Place of 
Washing.” There, probably in an 
open-sided tent near the Nile 
River, the body was carefully 
washed in a salty mixture of 
water and natron.

Next, the body was moved to 
the “House of Mummification,” or 
Per-Nefer (pair-neff-uhr), to be 
cleaned out and dried. To drain 
all the fluids, the body was first 
placed on its back on a slanted 
table. 

The embalmers started their 
work by removing the brain. 
They didn’t want to damage the 
head, so they inserted a hooked 
instrument into one nostril and 
swirled the hook inside the skull. 
Then they used a long-handled 
spoon to scoop out the brain 
matter. The Egyptians didn’t 
believe the brain was worth 
anything, so they just threw it 
away.

At Ibu the body was 
thoroughly washed. It 
is likely that this took 
place near the Nile, but 
far from any town, so 
townspeople didn’t have 
to smell the bodies. 

At Per-Nefer the brain 
and other organs were 
removed from the body, 
and the body was dried 
in natron so that it would 
not rot. The body was left 
to dry for more than a 
month.

At Wabet the body was 
shaped, rubbed with 
sweet-smelling oils, and 
wrapped in cloth.

Mummification Step by Step

STEP ONE: Ibu

STEP TWO: Per-Nefer

STEP THREE: Wabet

10 11

Figure 13-21 Pages 10–11 from Egyptian Mummies: Made to Last, Level Y

The Literacy Quick Guide22

What Is a Text Gradient?
A gradient of text reflects a defined continuum of characteristics against which 
you can evaluate texts. An invaluable resource in selecting texts for particular 
groups of students, a text gradient also offers guidance in designing lessons.

�� A tool for teachers to use in 
analyzing texts

�� A tool for selecting books for 
small-group reading instruction

�� A tool for recording progress over 
time in reading

�� A reference for teachers in 
designing lessons and planning 
teaching moves

�� A guide to determining whether 
readers are meeting grade-level 
expectations

�� A signal that a reader may need 
intensive intervention in reading

�� A support for teachers in guiding 
readers to make good choices 
for independent reading (when 
necessary)

�� A tool for students to use in 
choosing books for independent 
reading

�� A tool for students to use in 
tracking their own progress

�� A label that students attach to 
themselves as readers

�� A label for book baskets in a 
classroom library

�� An incentive for students to 
practice reading

�� A way for students to compare 
themselves with others

�� A grade on a report card

�� A label communicated to parents

The Fountas & Pinnell 
Literacy Continuum lists 
detailed text characteris-
tics and goals (behaviors 
and understandings to 
notice, teach for, and 
support) for each level of 
the gradient, levels A–Z.

A text gradient is not:A text gradient is:

GRADES  

PreK–8
GRADES  

The Fountas&Pinnell

A Tool for Assessment, Planning, and Teaching

Continuum
Literacy

Expanded E D I T I O N

Continuum Connection

A Design for Responsive Literacy Teaching 23

9/9/16

The grade-level goals on the F&P Text Level Gradient™ are intended to
provide general guidelines, which should be adjusted based on
school/district requirements and professional teacher judgement.

© 2012 Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell

F&P TEXT LEVEL GRADIENT™

GRADE-LEVEL
GOALS

FOUNTAS & PINNELL
LEVELS

Kindergarten

Grade One

Grade Two

Grade Three

Grade Four

Grade Five

Grade Six

Grade Seven−Eight
High School/Adult

THE LITERACY QUICK GUIDE
The Literacy Quick Guide provides a concise description 
of a coherent literacy system in which all instructional 
contexts are reciprocally connected to improve student 
outcomes. This information-packed guide provides an 
important look at reading, writing, talking, and word 
study, while succinctly describing research-based 
instructional practices for high-impact literacy teaching.

The Literacy Quick Guide / PreK–8

accessibleaccessible

PRACTICAL AND ESSENTIAL 

Scan or click 
to explore

Introduction
A Design for Responsive Literacy Teaching

Reading
Introduction

A Design for Responsive Literacy Teaching
Reading

https://www.heinemann.com/products/e05128.aspx
https://www.heinemann.com/products/e05128.aspx
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SAVE WITH PROMPTING GUIDE BUNDLES 

FOUNTAS & PINNELL PROMPTING GUIDE, PART 1
for Oral Reading and Early Writing (available in English and 
Spanish)

Prompting Guide, Part 1 is a comprehensive collection of 
precise language for use in several instructional contexts 
when teaching and reinforcing effective strategic actions in 
reading and writing. 

Prompting Guide Part 1 / K–8 

Prompting Guide Part 1 / K–8 / Spanish

FOUNTAS & PINNELL PROMPTING GUIDE, PART 2 
for Comprehension: Thinking, Talking, Writing (available in 
English and Spanish)

Prompting Guide, Part 2 includes language for teaching 
readers how to focus or expand their thinking within, beyond, 
and about the text through talk and writing before, during, and 
after reading. 

Prompting Guide Part 2 / K–8 

Prompting Guide Part 2 / K–8 / Spanish 

SAVE WITH PROMPTING GUIDE BUNDLES 

FOUNTAS & PINNELL GENRE PROMPTING GUIDE 
FOR FICTION

FOUNTAS & PINNELL GENRE PROMPTING GUIDE 
FOR NONFICTION, POETRY, AND TEST TAKING 
The Fountas & Pinnell Genre Prompting Guides contain precise 
language for teaching readers how to focus their thinking and 
understanding of genre through inquiry during interactive read-
aloud, reader’s workshop, writer’s workshop, guided reading, 
shared reading, and intervention lessons.

Genre Prompting Guide for Fiction / K–8+ 

Genre Prompting Guide for Nonfiction, Poetry, and Test Taking / K–8+ 

ALSO AVAILABLE 
AS AN APP!

Scan or click 
to explore

https://www.heinemann.com/collection/promptingguide
https://www.heinemann.com/collection/promptingguide
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Fountas & Pinnell
Readers’ and Writers’ Notebooks 

DEVELOP DEEP THINKING ABOUT READING AND WRITING

READER'S NOTEBOOK 
(available in English and Spanish)

Reader’s Notebooks are valuable tools that take the place 
of worksheets or workbooks and other materials that 
require more teacher time. Inside each notebook are 
blank, lined pages divided into tabbed sections based on 
various areas of learning appropriate to the grade level.    

Reader’s Notebook: Primary (K–2)

Reader’s Notebook: Intermediate (2–4)

Reader’s Notebook: Advanced (4–6) with a Genre Studies section

WRITER’S NOTEBOOK
Writer’s Notebooks are valuable tools that take the place 
of worksheets or workbooks. Inside each notebook you 
will find guided prompts to help students brainstorm, 
make connections, and think deeply—all to better develop 
their writing.

Writer’s Notebook: Intermediate (3–4)

Writer’s Notebook: Advanced (5–6, in development)

Heart Map
In this section of your writer’s notebook, write ideas from your life. Start by filling this 
heart map with everything you love—people, places, things you are interested in, and 
things you care about.

©2023 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann. All rights reserved.

Ideas from My Life1
HEINEMANN: F+P Reader’s Notebook Grades 2-4  // TAB #1 of 4—RECTO // bleeds all sides  //  8 x 10 plus 1/2-in Tab at top  //   9 AUG 2011  //  Serves as text page 1 = Place after Inside Front Cover

© 2014 by I. C. Fountas & G. S. Pinnell from Reader’s Notebook: Primary (K–2). Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.

My Favorite Fiction Books

My Favorite Nonfiction Books

Scan or click to 
explore Reader’s 

Notebooks 

Scan or click to 
explore Writer’s 

Notebooks 

https://www.heinemann.com/collection/readersnotebooks
https://www.heinemann.com/collection/readersnotebooks
https://www.heinemann.com/collection/writersnotebooks
https://www.heinemann.com/collection/writersnotebooks
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Fountas and 
Pinnell 
believe that teacher 

expertise is at the heart 

of student achievement. 

Fountas & Pinnell 

Classroom™ is deeply 

rooted in continuous 

professional learning. The 

following professional 

learning opportunities 

are available to further 

develop the teaching craft 

and foster a climate of 

collegiality and 
community.

EXTEND

FREE PROFESSIONAL LEARNING 
OPPORTUNITIES
Browse all free resources

Find them all at fp.pub/community/extend 

WEBINARS
	■ Put your FPC context into 
ACTION

	■ Let’s Get Practical: 
Benchmark Assessment

	■ The power and purpose of 
text levels

	■ Tips for grading and reporting 
progress 

	■ A Deeper Dive Into The 
Fountas & Pinnell Literacy 
Continuum

DIGITAL CONTENT
	■ Blogs

	■ Videos

	■ Scholarly Articles

	■ Instructional Tools

	■ Study Guides for 
professional books

	■ Podcast episodes from 
the authors and FPL 
Consultants

ONLINE COURSE

EMBEDDED PROFESSIONAL  
LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES
Online Implementation Course

onlinepd.heinemann.com/fpc-implementation-course

In this Implementation Support Course, you will:

	■ Build familiarity with the professional resources that support the 
implementation of FPC· 

	■ Get started with each instructional context· 

	■ Begin to fit it all together — connecting contexts across the day, 
week and year

	■ Join a community of users from across the country or get more 
information about creating a district-specific cohort.

https://www.fountasandpinnell.com/extend/
https://www.fountasandpinnell.com/extend/
https://www.fountasandpinnell.com/extend/
https://www.fountasandpinnell.com/extend/
https://onlinepd.heinemann.com/fpc-implementation-course
https://onlinepd.heinemann.com/fpc-implementation-course
https://onlinepd.heinemann.com/fpc-implementation-course
http://onlinepd.heinemann.com/fpc-implementation-course
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Learn more at fountasandpinnell.com/professionaldevelopment/

 

FEE-BASED PROFESSIONAL LEARNING 
OPPORTUNITIES
Partner with Fountas & Pinnell Professional Learning 

SITE-BASED LEARNING is developed 
by Fountas and Pinnell and delivered in 
person or virtually by expert consultants 
endorsed by the authors. Participants 
learn how to use each instructional 
context as part of a comprehensive design 
for responsive literacy instruction. 

WORKSHOPS & MULTI-DAY EVENTS bring 
educators from around the world together 
with consultants endorsed by Irene C. Fountas 
and Gay Su Pinnell in virtual workshops and 
multi-day events. Participants leave with new 
energy and understanding that will inform their 
teaching all year. 

SERIES consist of four interactive sessions 
that include discussions with Fountas 
and Pinnell-trained consultants, video 
demonstrations, and course materials.

SITE-BASED LEARNING

	■ Interactive 
Read-Aloud

	■ Shared Reading

	■ Reading Minilessons

	■ Writing Minilessons

	■ Phonics, Spelling, 
and Word Study

	■ Guided Reading

	■ Book Clubs

	■ Independent 
Reading and 
Conferring

	■ Interactive Writing

	■ Assessment

	■ Intervention

	■ The Fountas & 
Pinnell Literacy 
Continuum

PROFESSIONAL  
LEARNING OPTIONS

PL EventsJust for Your School or District

Fountas & Pinnell Literacy™ PROFESSIONAL LEARNING

http://fountasandpinnell.com/professionaldevelopment/
https://www.fountasandpinnell.com/professionaldevelopment/
https://www.fountasandpinnell.com/professionaldevelopment/


Book Clubs

Title
Grade
Author
Genre
Text Set 7

Sylvia & Aki
4
Winifred Conkling
Fiction/Historical
Historical Fiction

Book Talk
When Aki and her family are sent to a desert camp during World War II just because they 
are Japanese, Sylvia and her family move into their house. But life is hard for this Mexican 
family, too. Read Sylvia & Aki to find out what happens to both families.

Summary
Based on real events and people, this novel alternates between Sylvia’s story and Aki’s. 
When Aki’s family is sent to a Japanese internment camp, Sylvia’s family leases their farm. 
When Sylvia and her brothers are not allowed to register at the same school Aki attends, 
Sylvia’s father sues the schools over the policy. Meanwhile Aki’s family deals with the 
harsh conditions at the camp. The stories come together when Sylvia writes Aki and then 
visits her. Ultimately, Mendez vs. Westminster School District led to the desegregation of 
California schools. 

Messages and Themes 
■■ For a society to be fair or just, all people must be treated fairly or justly. 
■■ It takes courage to persist against tremendous odds. 
■■ It is important to fight discrimination wherever it exists. 
■■ Friendships with people from other cultures and backgrounds enrich us.

Goals
Refer to The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum for Grade 4 and 
choose appropriate goals. Consider these:

Continuum 
Connection

GRADES  

PreK–8
GRADES  

The Fountas&Pinnell

A Tool for Assessment, Planning, and Teaching

Continuum
Literacy

Expanded E D I T I O N

Listening and Speaking
■■ Monitor your participation and learn how 
to encourage others to participate
■■ Compare and contrast people, places,  
and events 

Building Deep Understanding 
■■ Understand the differences and similarities 
between the two girls’ experiences 

■■ Infer that the fences stand for unjust forms 
of segregation that affect Aki and Sylvia
■■ Understand the time of the setting and why 
a lawsuit against the school was needed

Extend the Discussion
■■ Write to explain the significance of the girls 
exchanging dolls at the end of the book

© 2020 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann. All rights reserved.

Independent Reading
Conferring Card

© 2018 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.

Book Talk
Have you read any Elephant and Piggie stories? This one is funny, like the others. Gerald 
the elephant and Piggie are playing catch when a snake asks if it can play with them. 
They say OK, but there’s a problem: snakes don’t have arms. Wait until you see the 
solution they come up with!

Summary
In this story, best friends Gerald the elephant and Piggie are about to play catch when a 
snake appears and asks, “Can I play too?” Elephant and Piggie awkwardly explain that 
one needs arms for playing catch and that that the snake doesn’t have arms. The snake 
feigns surprise at his lack of arms, revealing a sense of humor that Gerald and Piggie 
appreciate, and they accept the snake for who it is. They attempt a game of catch, but 
the ball hits the snake in the head over and over with a BONK! Determined to include 
their new friend, Piggie has an idea (represented by a compact fluorescent lightbulb 
above her head). The solution, which to everyone’s delight, is to use the snake as a ball.

Focus on Themes and Ideas 
The main themes in this story are friendship, acceptance, and perseverance. Gerald and 
Piggie accept the snake as a friend, despite its lack of arms. The snake is willing to try 
playing catch, even though it doesn’t know if it will succeed. And Gerald and Piggie show 
sympathy in their repeated attempts to solve the problem. Ask children to point out 
pages that support these themes.

Title Can I Play Too? (Elephant and Piggie)

Grade 1

Author/
Illustrator Mo Willems

Genre Fiction/Animal Fantasy

Message(s) Friends are not always alike. Accept 
others for who they are. Sometimes the 
best solution to a problem is the easiest 
solution.

FPC_IR_G1_B2_PPDF_CanIPlayToo_5186.indd   1 8/17/2017   11:24:44 AM
228 The Writing Minilessons Book, Grade 3

Introducing Persuasive 
Writing Through Powerful 
Messages

You Will Need

 ◗ several familiar texts with a strong 
message, such as the following:

 ■ Using Her Voice by Myra Faye 
Turner, from Shared Reading 
Collection

 ■ Oil Spill! by Melvin Berger, from 
Text Set: Author’s Point of View

 ◗ at least one example of a 
multimodal text (e.g., T-shirt, 
magnet, poster, song, bumper 
sticker) that communicates 
a message (e.g., “Choose 
Kindness”)

 ◗ chart paper and markers

 ◗ sticky notes

 ◗ writer’s notebooks

 ◗ To download the following online 
resources for this lesson, visit 
fp.pub/resources: 

 ■ chart art (optional)

Academic Language / 
Important Vocabulary

 ◗ message ◗ opinion

 Continuum 
Connection

 ◗ Show enthusiasm and energy for 
the topic 

 ◗ Reread a writer’s notebook to 
select topics: e.g., select small 
moments that can be expanded 

 ◗ Choose topics that are 
interesting to the writer 

 ◗ Write with specific readers or 
audience in mind 

GRADES  

PreK–8
GRADES  

The Fountas&Pinnell

A Tool for Assessment, Planning, and Teaching

Continuum
Literacy

Expanded E D I T I O N

WML 1
GEN.U8.WML1

Writing Minilesson Principle

Find your message.

GOAL

Choose a message to share with others. 

RATIONALE

When you help students notice persuasive messages in writing and all around them, their 
understanding of writing or communicating to an audience expands. They learn that they can 
have a message to share with others. This lesson gives students the opportunity to share their 
opinions about issues or topics they are passionate about and to think about the audience for 
that message.

WRITER’S NOTEBOOK/WRITING FOLDER

Have students use their writer’s notebooks to help them think through important messages 
they want to share with an audience.

ASSESS LEARNING

 ◗ Notice whether students can think of a message to share and then state it in different ways.

 ◗ Look for evidence that they can use vocabulary such as message and opinion.

MINILESSON

To help students think about the minilesson principle, show multimodal texts 
that communicate student-friendly messages and mentor texts to model ways of 
communicating a message or an opinion to others. This example lesson is based on 
using a poster.

 ◗ Show and discuss a few items that communicate student-friendly messages.

What do you think this is?

Why do you think someone made this poster? 

The author of this poster wants readers to take action to treat others with 
kindness. The author’s message is that choosing to be kind is important. An 
author’s message is the important idea the author wants to share.

 ◗ Write the author’s message on a sticky note and add to chart paper. Repeat 
with another poster or other method of communicating a message.

 ◗ Share Using Her Voice with students to help them understand that some books 
share opinions or try to persuade the readers to think a certain way. 

What messages or opinions was Mari trying to share with others? 

 ◗ Add sticky notes with student noticings to the chart.

 ◗ Repeat this process with Oil Spill!

What are some other important messages that you might want to share 
with an audience? 
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© 2018 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.

About This Text Set
The authors of the nonfiction books in this text set have organized factual information into a 
question and answer structure. They engage the reader’s curiosity by posing thought-provoking 
questions about the animal world, and then providing interesting and often surprising answers. 
The questions invite children to share their own thinking, while the answers inspire further 
discussion and exploration.

You might also include the following additional books and resources from the Fountas & Pinnell  
Classroom collection. 
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Nonfiction: Questions and Answers

How do writers 
of nonfiction books 

make information fun and 
interesting to read about?

You can use what 
you know about 

a topic when 
trying to answer 

a question.

There are many 
different ways 

to organize 
information in a 
nonfiction book.

Writers choose an organizational 
structure for a reason. 

Thinking Across Books
While reading the books in this text set, help children make connections across the set, and facilitate 
ways of learning and finding out more about nonfiction books that use a question and answer structure. 

■■ How are all of these books alike? How are they different?

■■ What kinds of questions do the authors of these books pose?  

■■ What personal connections did you make to the information in these books?             

Essential Question and Big Ideas
Engage children by keeping this essential question and these big ideas in mind as you read and talk about 
the texts in this set. Be sure to use language appropriate for the grade level. This question can also be 
explored through a variety of inquiry projects, including the suggested projects on the next page.

What If You Had Animal Teeth? What Do You Do When Something Wants to Eat You? 

A Cool Summer TailAnimals Black and White Best Foot Forward What Do You Do With a Tail Like This?

FPC_IRA_G1_Inquiry-Card_2pp_Nonfiction-QandA_Sample.indd   1 6/8/2017   5:11:50 PM

Animals and  

Their Dreams
by S.E. Kazar ian

Teach literacy cohesively with a systematic, transformative approach.

eFax: 603.547.9917 • fp.pub/communityMK-522  10/2022

Explore  
pricing and ordering 

information 

145 Maplewood Avenue, Suite 300
Portsmouth, NH 03801
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